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Personalized Key Frames 
Recommendation

Presented by Kriti Aggarwal



Problem description
- Diverse interests on the contents even for same video.
- Model time synchronized comments and the video images for finding 

personalized key frames for different users.



Input 

- Visual features: 
- Key frame image 

features
- Text features: 

- Time synchronized 
comments



Dataset: Video sharing website (Bilibili)



Methodology
- Use neural network based collaborative filtering for modelling user and key 

frame embeddings.
- Use long-short term memory network for modelling the user comments.
- Integrate the two methods to predict the next key frame.  



Matrix factorization using neural network

- Find user and item 
embeddings using 
neural network. 



Image based model

- Preprocessed image 
features are merged 
with the frame latent 
factors to derive new 
embedding.

- Which is used to 
generate prediction.



Image based model



Loss function for image based features 



Text based model
- Preference 

embedding is 
added to every 
time step in 
LSTM.

- LSTM captures 
the words in the 
comments.



Text based model



Loss for Text based model



Integrated model : Baseline



Integrated model 



Integrated Model



Evaluation method
- If a user comments on a keyframe with positive sentiment , then this frame 

would be the one that attracts her, so the empirical experiments are 
conducted by comparing the predicted keyframes with the true positive ones.

- 30% of each user’s positive keyframes are selected as the test dataset, while 
the others are used for training.



Results



Key takeaways
- Combines model-based collaborative filtering and long-short term memory 

network together.
- To model user commented keyframes and time synchronized comments 

simultaneously.



Questions?



When do Recommender Systems Work the 
Best?

The Moderating Effects of Product Attributes and 
Consumer Reviews on Recommender Performance

Dokyun Lee, Kartik Hosanagar

Presented by Siyu Jiang



Motivation
1. Using Recommender Systems:

○ Only 15% of the companies are getting good return on investment.
○ 72% attributed failure to lack of knowledge on recommender systems.

2. No literatures on how product attributes and review ratings can affect 
recommender systems.



This Work

● Cooperated with a top e-commerce site. 
● Augmented the dataset with AMT tagged attributes and review 

ratings.
● Studied their moderating influence on the recommender systems.



Data

● Complete user-item level views and purchase transactional data. 
● Augmented with 1) review data from the website and 2) item 

attributes.



Data - users, items

355,084 user-item transactional records.

92,188 treated users, 92,187 control users.

37,215 items.



Data - Recommender system

Simple collaborative filtering recommender system - “People who 
purchased this item also purchased”.



Product Attributes

● It is infeasible to go through all product attributes.
● Focused on attributes that:

○ are shown in online review literatures to influence consumer 
purchase.

○ are clear and simple.
○ have strong theoretical background.



Product Attributes - Hedonic VS. Utilitarian

● Hedonic: consumption is primarily characterized by an affective and 
sensory experience of aesthetic or sensual pleasure, fantasy, and fun.

● Utilitarian: consumption is cognitively driven, instrumental, 
goal-oriented, and accomplishes a function or practical task.



Product Attributes - Hedonic VS. Utilitarian

Hypothesis:

1. The base conversion rate for utilitarian goods will be higher.
2. The increase in conversion rate by using recommender will be higher 

for hedonic goods compared to utilitarian goods.



Product Attributes - Search VS. Experience

1. Search goods: consists of attributes that can easily be 
discerned before purchase and are dominated by objective 
attributes, such as computer memory.

2. Experience goods: consists of attributes that cannot be easily 
discerned before purchase and are dominated by subjective 
attributes, such as taste of wine.



Product Attributes - Search VS. Experience

Hypothesis:

1. The base conversion rate for search goods will be higher.
2. The increase in conversion rate under the use of a recommender will 

be higher for experience goods, compared to search goods.



Consumer Reviews (Ratings)

Hypothesis:

1. The base conversion rate will be increased with higher ratings.
2. The positive impact on conversion rate from high ratings will be 

lessened under the presence of a recommender system.



Other Product Attributes

Price, Brand, Durability, Length of item Description...



Model - linear probability model

Baseline 
hypotheses:

Interaction with 
recommenders:



Results

The result of previous 
hypothesis can be shown 
from the coefficients. 



Results - 
Hedonic VS. 
Utilitarian



Results - Hedonic VS. Utilitarian

Hypothesis:

1. The base conversion rate for utilitarian goods will be higher.  ✓
2. The increase in conversion rate by using recommender will be higher 

for hedonic goods compared to utilitarian goods. ✓



Results - 
Search VS. 
Experience



Results - Search VS. Experience

Hypothesis:
1. The base conversion rate for search goods will be higher. ✓
2. The increase in conversion rate under the use of a recommender will 

be higher for experience goods, compared to search goods. ×



Results - 
Review Ratings



Results - Review Ratings

Hypothesis:

1. The base conversion rate will be increased with higher ratings. ✓
2. The positive impact on conversion rate from high ratings will be 

lessened under the presence of a recommender system. ✓



Conclusion

● This paper is the first to examine the interaction between a 
recommender system and product attributes/review ratings by doing 
experiments with a large e-commerce company.

● Managers could use the results to implement more effective 
recommender systems.

● Weaknesses:
○ Dividing products into two types is not elegant. 
○ Only used simple collaborative filtering.



Questions?
Do you think this metric is a little strict to measure the effect of recommender systems? 
For any website other than e-commerce (like youtube etc.), a click would be strong signal of 
interest. Based on that, do you think monitoring the click behavior would be a better choice 
for measuring the impact of recommender systems?



Using Navigation to 
Improve 

Recommendations in 
Real Time

(Wu et al., 2013) -Akanksha Grover



Motivation
● Inferring  within-session user intent on-the-fly based on navigation interactions

● Using navigation patterns and adapting recommendations in real-time 

● Carried out entirely in the client (such as a browser) without added latency

● User’s intention can vary between sessions in ways that cannot be captured by prior 

knowledge (ex. Movie with friends and family, dedicated vs background viewing etc.)

● Difficult to predict a user’s intention when recommendations are typically generated — 

before their session has begun ( context aware systems solve only a small portion of 

this using time of day, geo tags etc.)



Relevance Feedback in Search
● A lot of works have explored user interactions like mouse cursor movements, text 

selection events in search,  eye gaze positions etc. to understand user intent.

● However, all work uses such data to infer a posteriori rather than using it immediately

● This is even more pertinent in lean back recommendation experiences (e.g. Android 

TV, Playstation, Apple TV, Roku) 

● Some systems use query chains to guide the users towards a better match

● A new engine-Surf Canyon are able to alter the result page dynamically based on 

user’s interaction with the page. Based on clicks in previous search queries, the 

system is able to alter results for future queries in the same session.



Context in Recommender Systems
● Factorization-based linear models are among the most effective and popular 

recommendation approaches that use context for recommendation

● But joint models of content consumption and navigation signals are still lacking 

● Provide  additional relevant recommendations by reordering rows of items

● Model characteristics:
○ Probabilistic user model:  jointly  navigation and consumption through a 

latent interest variable 
○ Hybrid Inference:  uses both offline inference to learn static user 

preferences as well as online inference through Expectation 
Maximization

○ Cold-start Experiments: Experiments that show better results for cold 
start problems



User Interface
● A page is composed of a 

list of rows, each of which 
is composed of a list of videos

● Videos in a row are topically or contextually coherent to ease user navigation (e.g. ”TV 
Comedies” or “Popular on Netflix”). Users can scroll vertically to see different rows and 
horizontally to see videos.

● We assume that we have a base recommender system that selects about 40 rows 
from all possible rows types, and each of which selects 75 personalized candidate 
videos from our full catalog.

● Goal is to optimize the ranking of the rows and also the ranking of videos within each 
of them.



Model
● Design a statistical model  that addresses following aspects of user interactions:

○ Play Probabilities

○ Per session User Intent Model

○ Full Graphical Model

○ Ranking Procedure

○ User Fatigue behaviour to improve accuracy

● The instant implicit feedback can be used in any model where the entire interface 
does not fit on a single display (e.g. maps, search results, messages) and the model 
can incorporate navigation data.



Symbols



Play Prediction (1/2)
● Use the concept of submodularity - added benefit from recommending a movie is not 

determined in isolation but in terms of how novel it is relative to the previous 
recommendations.



Play Prediction (2/2)
● Intuitively, we assume users become “tired” of a certain feature if they see it in many 

videos. Taking this into consideration, maximizing play probability leads to a page that 
has diversity

● For the purpose of personalization and to share statistical strength, they adopt a 
hierarchical decomposition of parameters:

where the the terms denote shared, user-specific, row-specific, and {row, user}-specific 
latent factors respectively



User Intent (1/2)
● Users generally have relatively stable tastes, they often have different intents 

in different sessions
● Assume that in each session a user is only interested in some subset of rows
●                                           -  indicates  a user’s interest in row r of session s



User Intent (2/2)
● Horizontal scrolls  - navigation signals (rich source of information about user 

intent)

●                                    Is used model if row r was scrolled or not

● Play probability of ith video of row r  is given as:



Graphical Model



Ranking Procedure (Online Page Adaptation)
● The goal is to optimize both positions of rows on a page and videos within a row such 

that the user finds interesting content with minimal effort
● Use a greedy procedure to find a set of videos that maximize the gain of play 

probabilities 

● Rank the rows according to the probability of play of the videos of the row

● To provide a consistent experience to users, we fix a row once it is seen and only 
rearrange the rows that a user has yet to see



Fatigue and Repeated Plays
● Control for the fact that a user might have seen a 

recommendation previously or 
watched the movie before on the service.



Inference (1/3)
● Use negative log-posterior of the data to obtain maximum-a-posteriori estimate



Inference (2/3)
● Offline Training

● Updates with regard to Ψ as videos being weighted 
by Q(Is,r)j  - This matches intuition: a play/nonplay 
decision made on videos from a row that a user is 
interested in should be more important than a 
decision made on other rows. 



Inference (3/3)
● Online Updates

○ An online response and parameter 
update due to user behavior in 
the current session.  

○ When a user scrolls or skips 
to the next row without scrolling the 
MAP estimate of Θs  is updated 
accordingly



Experiment  and Dataset (1/2)
● Real world dataset from Netflix

● Consists of homepage sessions, collected by Netflix for a particular type of playback device from 
57,386 distinct profiles pre-computed for members from a single country

● For each video on the page, the dataset also contains an indicator about whether the video was 
displayed to the user, and whether it was played

● Filter the  cases where users are navigating the page to discover new content to watch instead of 
continuing to watch previously watched shows.

● 294k training and 59k testing sessions.

● Each homepage in the dataset consists of 40 rows that were chosen according to a production 
personalized recommender system that selects and orders the rows in a personalized fashion for 
each profile. Thus, for this dataset, the method in this paper already has the space of rows filtered 
down to a set that are deemed to be relevant



Experiment  and Dataset(2/2)
● Evaluate using the following procedure: only use navigation signals up to a certain row (the 10th 

row in experiments) on a page, and only reorder the rows below that row

● Compare the adapted pages with the pages without adaptation

● Calculate mean reciprocal rank (MRR) and Precision@5.  MRR measures how early relevant 
(played) rows are placed on a page. P@5 measures the fraction of relevant rows in the next 5 
rows. 

●  Compared against ordering the rows on 
the page via Factorization Machines (FMs)
 using libFM.



Cold Start and Fatigue



Questions?



An Empirical Analysis of Algorithmic Pricing on 
Amazon Marketplace 

         Presented By: Nitin Kalra



Introduction
● Methodology for detection of algorithmic pricing, and use it empirically to 

analyze their prevalence and behavior on Amazon Marketplace  

● Explore the characteristics of the sellers adopting algorithmic pricing and 
characterize the impact of these strategies on the dynamics of the 
marketplace



Background

Amazon Marketplace

● Third party sellers

● Fulfilled by Amazon



Buy Box
● Contains the price of the product, shipping                                              

information, the name of the seller, and                                                             
a button to purchase the product.

● 82% of sales go through Buy Box

● Other sellers are listed in “New Offers” page



“New Offers” Page

● Ranked listing of Sellers for a given product



Amazon Marketplace Web Service (MWS)
● A set of APIs for programatically interfacing with the marketplace

● Companies like Sellery, Feedvisor, RepriceIt, etc. leverage MWS to offer 
subscription-based services for third party sellers that combine inventory 
management with dynamic pricing capabilities



Data Collection
● Use web scraping to obtain information on the active sellers and their prices.

● Datasets:
○ Crawl1: Created by frequently crawling pages of 837 best-selling products with at least two 

sellers. Contains information about all sellers. Does not contain Buy Box information. Crawling 
done in 2014.

○ Crawl2: Created by frequently crawling pages of 1000 best selling products. Contains 
information of up to 20 sellers, as well as Buy Box. Crawling done in 2015.



Analyzing the Buy Box
● Calculate Spearman’s Rank 

Correlation (⍴) between the ordered 
list of sellers returned by Amazon and 
the list of sellers sorted by price

● ⍴ < 1 for 20% of products, suggesting 
Amazon’s systems take additional 
attributes of Sellers into account while 
ranking them



● Relationship between seller rank 
(from the New Offers page) and 
the winner of the Buy Box

● Only 60% of the top-ranked 
sellers win the Buy Box, and 
there is a long tail of sellers at 
higher ranks that win.



Modelling Buy Box as prediction problem
● Random Forest (RF) Classifier to predict whether a specific seller of a product 

wins the buy box

● Seller features used:
○ Price difference to the lowest
○ Price ratio to the lowest
○ Average rating of seller
○ Positive Feedback percentage
○ Total feedback count
○ Whether product is Fulfilled by Amazon
○ Whether Amazon is the seller.



Results
● Achieves 75–85% accuracy even 

in the most challenging cases with 
many sellers

● Baselines achieve only 50–60% 
accuracy





Dynamic Pricing Detection
● Construct time series of prices for seller/product (s, r) pair:

● Use repricing service “Sellery” to get target prices (lowest price, second 
lowest price and Amazon price) for a specific product. Construct three target 
price time series:



● Calculate the similarity between Sr and LOWr , 2NDr , and AMZNr 
(respectively) using Spearman’s Rank Correlation (⍴) 

● Mark pairs with ⍴ ≥ 0.7 (the empirical cutoff of a strong positive correlation) 
and p-value ≤ 0.05 as algorithmic pricing candidates

● Further filter sellers with at least 20 price changes (change threshold) in the 
time-series and call them “Algorithmic sellers”



Results



Examples







Algorithmic Sellers and Market Dynamics
● Algorithmic sellers are active 

in the marketplace for 
significantly longer periods of 
time than non-algorithmic 
sellers.

● The median seller/product 
lifetime for an algorithmic 
seller is 30 days, while it is 
only 15 days for a 
non-algorithmic seller.



● Algorithmic sellers sell fewer 
unique products by a large 
margin



● Algorithmic sellers have slightly 
higher positive feedback than 
non-algorithmic sellers



● Algorithmic sellers acquire 
significantly greater amounts 
of feedback, suggesting 
higher sales volume.



● The rank of algorithmic sellers on 
the New Offers page tends to be 
significantly higher than that of 
non-algorithmic sellers



● For non-algorithmic sellers, the 
price never changes for 65% of 
the seller/product pairs



● Products with algorithmic sellers 
experience many more price and 
seller changes in the Buy Box

● 20% of products without 
algorithmic sellers have zero price 
changes, versus only 2% for 
products with algorithmic sellers



● In almost all cases, Algorithmic 
sellers are more likely to win the 
Buy Box, resulting in higher sales 
volume 



Conclusion
● Algorithmic sellers can be detected using a target price time series, and over 

500 such sellers were identified in the data set.

● Algorithmic sellers receive more feedback and win the Buy Box more 
frequently, likely suggesting higher sales volumes and thus more revenue 
than non-algorithmic sellers



Questions?



Modeling the Assimilation-Contrast 
Effects in Online Product Rating 

Systems Debiasing and 
Recommendations 

Presented by: Zeng Fan



Overview
● Customer’s rating is distorted by historical ratings
● Customer’s rating behavior can be explained by “Assimilate-Contrast” theory
● Authors propose the Historical Influence Aware Latent Factor Model (HIALF) 

to capture and mitigate historical distortions in each single rating



Dataset

Processing: group products with similar average ratings into one group such that 
each group has a maximum deviation of 0.2 in the average rating

E.g. selected groups of products with average ratings in [2.9, 3.1] has an 
approximately true quality of 3



Empirical Measurements
r_p,i: the ith rating of product p

H_p,i = (r_p,1,....r_p,i-1): i-1 ratings of product p received before r_p,i

e_p,i =                 : prior expectation formed on historical ratings H_p,i

ṝ : average rating

List {(e,ṝ)}: describes how prior expectation e affects its next average rating ṝ



Observations
1. Historical ratings do affect the next rating
2. Each curve is divided into 2 parts by the 

approximately true quality



“Assimilate-Contrast” Theory
If the disparity between his prior expectation and the product quality can be 
accepted by the user, the user’s satisfaction with the product assimilates to his 
prior expectation; otherwise, the difference between the prior expectation and 
the product quality tends to be magnified. 

Examples:

Assimilate: If the user’s experienced quality is 3.5, historical rating is 4, the user is 
more likely to rate 4.

Contrast: If the user’s experienced quality is 3, historical rating is 4.5,  the user is more 
likely to rate 2

“Assimilate-Contrast” Theory statistically explain how customers are affected by 
historical rating (see figure (b))



HIALF Model
Recall latent factor model: 

HIALF combines 2 facotrs together:

1.      : User u’s experienced quality of product p 

2.      : the distortion from historical ratings 

Where categorical function β(x) to represent the induced bias when the difference between e_p,i  and q_u,p  is x,

And f (x) be a scaling function to represent the magnitude of impact by historical ratings of size x



HIALF Model
The overall predictor is 

Where g,bu,bp,xu,yp act the same as latent factor model, au models how the user 
u is affected by historical rating



Model  β(x), f(x), and e_p,i 
●  β(x) is modeled by non-parametric kernel regression

● w(x,xi) gives greater weight to x when it is closer to xi
●                                                         since both e_p,i and q_u,p are in [1,5]

●       F    fff        are parameters learned from data



Model  β(x), f(x), and e_p,i 
●  f(x) is modeled so that more historical ratings result larger magnifying effect

● e_p,i is modeled so that users focus more on recent ratings instead of all ratings of a product

   where                             models the decay of influence



Model Inference
Solve the following function



Experiments



Validating β(x) curve 
β(x) curve matches the “Assimilate-Contrast” theory



Predicting Subsequent Ratings

HIALF achieves best result. HIALF is more accurate than HIALF-AVG because 
users is affected more by recent ratings



Fitting Empirical Observations

HIALF provides the best fit to previous observations in real ratings



Applications
● Debiased recommender system

● Exposing the intrinsic product quality



Questions?



Appendix



Existing works’ deficiencies
HEARD mainly focuses on the macro-level historical ratings’ influence in overall 
rating distribution.

HIALF focuses on micro-level



Application (cont’d)



Leading the Herd Astray
An Experimental Study of Self-Fulfilling Prophecies 

in an Artificial Cultural Market

Presented by Siddharth Dinesh
27th November, 2017



Cultural Markets and Consumer Decisions
● Cultural Market - Market for books, music, movies etc.
● Information about cultural products available from friends, bestseller lists, box 

office receipts, online forums
● Consumers’ decisions about cultural products can be influenced by such 

information

This research was conducted by Salganik and Watts in 2005 and published in 
2008.



Early success leads to future success when information about previous decisions of other customers is 
made available.
Raises the question of whether perceived success alone is sufficient to generate continued success. Is it a 
self-fulfilling prophecy?

Evidence has been collected in three different levels so far:

1. Individual Level - Placebo effect
2. Dyad Level - Effects of teacher expectations on student outcomes
3. Collective Level - Performativity of economic models, financial panics, investment bubbles

Skeptics contest that observational data alone is insufficient to prove that any real world event was 
caused by self-fulfillment of false beliefs.
The data at the collective level might contain individual level discrepancies in perceived quality which 
makes it harder to attribute consequences at the collective level to beliefs at a collective level.

Theories of Popularity and Self-fulfilling prophecies



Research Questions
Do cultural markets allow for self-fulfilling prophecies?

How much does initial information affect the subsequent success of an item in the 
market?



Experimental Setup
● Web based experiment
● 12,207 participants could listen to and download songs
● The experiment had 48 relatively unknown songs
● Experiment ran for 21 weeks



Experimental Setup II
● Initial setup period: Two worlds until steady state
● After steady state: 4 worlds

Worlds:

1. Independent
a. No external information

2. Social Influence
a. External info about downloads

3. Reversed Social Influence
a. External info about downloads
b. Download count is inverted



Results
Result 1:

● Participants who were 
made aware of the 
behavior of others were 
more likely to listen to 
songs that they believed 
were more popular

● Slight reversal of pattern 
for least popular songs

Probability of listening to a song as a function of its popularity in the four 
worlds



Results II
● In the unchanged world, there is 

no real change in the trajectory 
of the downloads of songs

● In the reversed worlds, least 
popular song earned downloads 
at faster rate compared to 
before inversion while more 
popular songs suffered

● For all songs, initially false 
perception of popularity caused 
their real popularity to change in 
the direction of the false belief

(A) Popularity dynamics before and after the inversion 
for the most popular song during the set-up period 
and the least popular

(B) Popularity dynamics for the second most popular 
song during the set-up period and second least 
popular



Results III
● Song appeal: ai = di/∑ d in the 

independent world
● Final ranks are predicted steady 

state ranks. Calculated by 
extrapolating trends shown in 
previous slide

● The “worst” songs were helped by 
the inversion, the “good” songs 
were hurt by it, and the success of 
the “best” songs was largely 
unaffected

Relationship between estimated impact of 
inversion, Δ, and song appeal.



Discussion
● There was a substantial reduction in the overall number of downloads 

between the unchanged social influence world and the reversed social 
influence worlds. (2898 vs 2197, 2160)

● Choice to manipulate market information resembles a 
social dilemma: A common-pool resources dilemma

○ Any individual band could benefit by artificially inflating their 
perceived popularity, regardless of true popularity or strategy of 
other bands

○ So it is the rational strategy for all bands to manipulate information
○ However, if all bands use such a strategy, there is a distortion of 

correlation between appeal and apparent popularity
○ Leads to contraction of the market as a whole, causing all bands 

to suffer collectively.



Limitations
1. Distortion in the real world occurs repeatedly and is more subtle, has more variety
2. Information in real cultural markets can come from a wide variety of sources. Experiment assumes 

that all users only used information from website
3. The experiment only had 48 songs

a. Average participant listened to 1/7th of the music in the market
b. Some participants listened to almost all the music
c. This is not feasible in a real cultural market

4. Focus of experiment is solely on consumers
a. Did not account for decisions of radio stations, cultural critics and music executives

Strengths
1. One of the first large scale web-based experiments in sociological research
2. Use of multiple control groups (worlds) to factor out effect of individual choices from social decisions



Questions?





Post Processing Recommender Systems 
for Diversity

Presented By: Wen Liang



Motivation
To increase diversity in recommender system

A focus on accuracy or relevance alone can hurt user experience

Popularity bias affects pairing between users and items.

Business need diverse recommendations

User’s intrinsic appreciation for novelty

Smaller display and smaller space (on phones or mobile devices) requires 
diversity in only a few recommendation.



Graph model, b-matching problem
Model the user-item recommendations provided by CF system as a bipartite 
graph. 

   



Discrepancy
The objective for a feasible solution for a subgraph:

The aj here are the target degree distribution and the discrepancy sums the 
violations of the degree distribution constraints.

Min Discrepancy Problem: minimize the D(H) for a subgraph H with target vector 
a and vector c.



Post Processing for recommender system
Generate a result with hundreds of recommendation candidates for each user use 
CF or other algorithm. 

These recommendations can be converted to edges in a graph, and construct a 
bipartite graph with 2 group of users and items. 

Use the algorithm to select a subgraph with 
constraints of target degree (number of 
recommendations).

The results have higher diversity than just take 
topK relevant recommendations but cost some 
precision.



Minimum Cost Flow Problem



Algorithm
Each node ui has supply ci (specific 
out-degree). 

2 special sink nodes, one with demand 

Assumption to ensure that total supply 
meets total demand



Algorithm
The min-cost flow problem has the same cost as the value of the 
min-discrepancy problem.

The cost from P and N are equal.

Can be solved in polynomial time



Two-pass method and weighted method
Two-pass method: first step is to solve the min-discrepancy problem and finds the 
lowest discrepancy value achievable with given graph for the current target 
degrees. Second pass selects highest rating solution which achieve this minimum.

Weighted method: Combine these 2 criteria together and the objective is 
--------------                            with a weight to balance the discrepancy of the 
subgraph and the average relevance of the recommendations in H as predicted by 
CF or other recommender. 



Greedy Algorithm and Aggregate Diversity
Greedy Algorithm: constructs the solution subgraph iteratively. The choice of edge 
(recommendation) is conditioned on the discrepancy reduction and quality.

Aggregate Diversity (optimization): set target degree of each item to 1 and solve 
the min-discrepancy problem.



Experiment
Datasets: MovieLens, Netflix

CF recommender: RankSys project

Generated 240 super-graphs of candidate recommendations

Network flow problem solver: MCFSimplex solver



Evaluation Metrics
For Diversity

Aggregate Diversity: The total number of objects that have been recommended 
to at least one user

Gini Index: quantization of wealth and income inequality. (between 0 and 1, lower 
value means more equitable distribution) 

Entropy: measure the amount of information contained in a stochastic process.

Discrepancy

For recommendation quality

Precision: the fraction of items in the recommendation list which are part of the 
test set



Approches and notations

Top: undiversified solution directly from the recommender system

AGG: Aggregate Diversity                       GOL: Two Pass Method

GRD: Greedy method                              FD: FD Reranking

PC: PC Reranking                                    AB: Bayes Rule Reranking

D@n: Discrepancy                                   A@n: Aggregate diversity

G@n: Gini index                    E@n: entropy                    P@n: Precision





● The aggregate diversity optimization does not yield results that are diverse by 
the other measures

● Using target distributions that move towards the underlying degree distribution 
is more effective than using uniform distribution

● Two pass method is very efficient to reduce the normalized discrepancy by 
50% with about 15-30% cost of precision. Smooth trade-off between 
recommendation quality and diversity



Trade-off Between Discrepancy and Precision  
Increase the number of candidate 
recommendations for each user from 
100 to 500 in increments of 100. 

The fall-off in discrepancy happens first 
quickly, then slow as more edges are 
included. More edges, more choices.



Runtime
Two pass and weighted method do not 
run as efficiently as reranking methods 
but provide much better diversification.



Conclusions
● Proposed a new way of measuring the recommendation distribution called 

discrepancy
● Showed that it can be optimized in polynomial time
● Provided 4 efficient methods



Main Take Aways
● The model only depends on accuracy not performs well in real use
● Some metrics for recommendation diversity evaluation: Discrepancy, 

aggregate diversity, Gini Index, Entropy
● Min-discrepancy problem can be converted as min-cost problem and be 

solved in polynomial time
● The methods are effective to improve recommendation diversity



Questions?



Personalized Key Frames 
Recommendation

Presented by Kriti Aggarwal



Problem description
- Diverse interests on the contents even for same video.
- Model time synchronized comments and the video images for finding 

personalized key frames for different users.



Input 

- Visual features: 
- Key frame image 

features
- Text features: 

- Time synchronized 
comments



Dataset: Video sharing website (Bilibili)



Methodology
- Use neural network based collaborative filtering for modelling user and key 

frame embeddings.
- Use long-short term memory network for modelling the user comments.
- Integrate the two methods to predict the next key frame.  



Matrix factorization using neural network

- Find user and item 
embeddings using 
neural network. 



Image based model

- Preprocessed image 
features are merged 
with the frame latent 
factors to derive new 
embedding.

- Which is used to 
generate prediction.



Image based model



Loss function for image based features 



Text based model
- Preference 

embedding is 
added to every 
time step in 
LSTM.

- LSTM captures 
the words in the 
comments.



Text based model



Loss for Text based model



Integrated model : Baseline



Integrated model 



Integrated Model



Evaluation method
- If a user comments on a keyframe with positive sentiment , then this frame 

would be the one that attracts her, so the empirical experiments are 
conducted by comparing the predicted keyframes with the true positive ones.

- 30% of each user’s positive keyframes are selected as the test dataset, while 
the others are used for training.



Results



Key takeaways
- Combines model-based collaborative filtering and long-short term memory 

network together.
- To model user commented keyframes and time synchronized comments 

simultaneously.



Questions?



Exploring the Filter Bubble
The Effect of Using Recommender 

Systems on Content Diversity
Tien T. Nguyen Pik-Mai Hui F. Maxwell Harper Loren Terveen Joseph A. Konstan 

Presented By: Dhruv Sharma



Filter Bubble?
❖ Coined by Eli Pariser in 2010

❖ State of intellectual isolation resulted from personalized algorithmic filters

❖ Pariser claimed that it violates the purpose of internet, i.e, to connect the world

❖ Talks about filters such as importance, challenging etc, not just relevance

❖ Ted Talk: https://www.ted.com/talks/eli_pariser_beware_online_filter_bubbles

https://www.ted.com/talks/eli_pariser_beware_online_filter_bubbles


Overview of the paper

❖ Talks about filter bubble in recommendation systems from the point of view of content 
diversity and user response

❖ Key questions:

➢ Do recommender systems expose users to narrower content over time?

➢ How does the experience of users who take recommendations differ from that of 
users who do not regularly take recommendations? 



Experiments

❖ Dataset: MovieLens (Feb 2008 - Aug 2010)
❖ 2 broad experiments:

➢ Analyzing the content diversity for user groups based on consumption of 
recommendation across time periods

➢ Analyzing the user experience based on above groups across time periods
❖ Uses “Top Picks For You” for recommendation set
❖ Key Issue: Unlike NetFlix MovieLens does not have the true data about views and 

relies on user’s loyalty 



Key Terms

❏ Divide rating  history into discrete intervals of 10 ratings (median of the 
distribution of numbers of ratings per 3 months)

❏ Reaching a steady state of recommendation:
❏ Remove first 3 months + 15 ratings (users had watched many movies before 

joining MovieLens)
❏ Selected only users which started using MovieLens between the Feb 2008-Aug 

2010



Key Terms

Following Group: users who took 
recommendations in  at least 50% of 
their rating blocks

Ignoring Group: users who did not take 
any recommendations in any of their 
rating blocks 



Key Terms

Tag Genome: 
❏ An information space containing a set M of 

movies, and a set T of tags, where each cell 
represents relevance of a tag for a movie.

❏ Users provide the values by evaluating how 
strongly a tag describe a movie



Key Terms

User Experience:

❏ The mean in a rating block
❏ In another definition: positive experience index is defined as the percentile of per use 

rating average

Content Diversity: 
❏ Average pairwise euclidean distances of the movie vectors (represented in the 

tag genome) (Ziegler et al.) in a set
❏ Uses euclidean distance as the tag genome is a dense matrix.
❏ Claimed to be better than computing movie content diversity based on 

meta-data such as genres, actors, or directors, etc.,



Results - Diversity over time
Do recommender systems expose users to narrower content over 
time?

Average content diversity of the recommended movies

❏ The drop in average content diversity for both groups is statistically 
significant

❏ The drop is steeper for  Following Group, and reduces the gap between the 
content diversity of the 2 groups

❏ Interestingly, the Ignoring Group did not take recommendations, still 
witnessed a drop in content diversity of recommended movies



Results - User Experience
Does taking recommendations lower the consumed content diversity? 

Average Content Diversity of consumed content

❏ The difference in average content diversity is not significant in the First 
but becomes significant after using MovieLens

❏ The reduction in content diversity of consumed content is more for 
Ignoring Group, thus, Following Group watched more diverse movies



Results - User Experience
Did the Following Group have better experience?

❏ The difference in average rating was not significant at First, but 
became significant after using MovieLens

❏ The Ignoring Group saw significant decrease in average rating

❏ Hence, Following Group watched had better experience

Average Rating of the 2 groups



Observations

❏ Taking recommendations reduced the risk of filter bubble
❏  Following Group saw more diversity in recommendations and consumed content
❏ Following Group users showed greater satisfaction in terms of mean rating
❏ The diversity, as well as mean rating, reduced over time



Strengths & Weaknesses

❏ Strengths:
❏ The paper presents a novel experiment to check the risk of a filter bubble in a 

recommendation system

❏ Weaknesses:
❏ Relies heavily on the fact that users rate each movie they watched anywhere on 

MovieLens
❏ User preferences can be affected by other recommendations
❏ Difficult to say if the results can be generalized for other personalized 

recommendations 



Questions?





Personalized Key Frames 
Recommendation

Presented by Kriti Aggarwal



Problem description
- Diverse interests on the contents even for same video.
- Model time synchronized comments and the video images for finding 

personalized key frames for different users.



Input 

- Visual features: 
- Key frame image 

features
- Text features: 

- Time synchronized 
comments



Dataset: Video sharing website (Bilibili)



Methodology
- Use neural network based collaborative filtering for modelling user and key 

frame embeddings.
- Use long-short term memory network for modelling the user comments.
- Integrate the two methods to predict the next key frame.  



Matrix factorization using neural network

- Find user and item 
embeddings using 
neural network. 



Image based model

- Preprocessed image 
features are merged 
with the frame latent 
factors to derive new 
embedding.

- Which is used to 
generate prediction.



Image based model



Loss function for image based features 



Text based model
- Preference 

embedding is 
added to every 
time step in 
LSTM.

- LSTM captures 
the words in the 
comments.



Text based model



Loss for Text based model



Integrated model : Baseline



Integrated model 



Integrated Model



Evaluation method
- If a user comments on a keyframe with positive sentiment , then this frame 

would be the one that attracts her, so the empirical experiments are 
conducted by comparing the predicted keyframes with the true positive ones.

- 30% of each user’s positive keyframes are selected as the test dataset, while 
the others are used for training.



Results



Key takeaways
- Combines model-based collaborative filtering and long-short term memory 

network together.
- To model user commented keyframes and time synchronized comments 

simultaneously.



Questions?



The Role of Social Networks 
in Information Diffusion

(Bakshy et al, 2012)

- Shreyas Udupa Balekudru



Motivation

- Social networks enable individuals to share information simultaneously with a 
number of peers.

- How to quantify the causal effect of these mediums on the dissemination of 
information?

- How to identify who influences whom?
- Will individuals propagate information in the absence of social signals about 

that information?
- Conducting a large-scale field experiment
- What is the relative role of strong and weak ties in information propagation?



Challenges

- Despite availability of social network data, identifying influence is a challenge. 
Correlation between two individuals’ behaviour may be because they are 
similar or because one has influenced the other.

- Homophily (tendency of individuals with similar characteristics to associate 
with one another) makes it difficult to estimate the relative role of strong and 
weak ties in information propagation. Collecting data on tie strength is prone 
to biases.

- Most field experiments are confined to studying spread of highly specific 
information within limited populations.



Facebook is ideal for such a study

- Most widely used social networking service in the world.
- As of 2012:

- More than 800 million users each month
- In the US, 54% of adult internet users were on Facebook
- On average, American users maintained 48% of their real world contacts on Facebook.

- Individuals regularly exchange news items with contacts.
- Interaction among users is well correlated with self-reported intimacy.



Issues to consider

- Diffusion behaviour generally exhibits correlation between number of friends 
exhibiting the behaviour and probability of adopting the behaviour. It is 
necessary to differentiate between the effect of homophily versus the effect of 
peer influence.

- Information does not spread only through social media. To understand 
importance of social networks in information diffusion, the key is to identify 
sources of interpersonal contagion and understand what would happen if 
certain interactions did not take place.



Experimental Design
- Evaluate how much exposure to a URL on the feed increases an individual’s 

propensity to share that URL.
- All unobservable correlations can be identified by blocking the causal 

relationship between the Facebook feed and sharing.



Assignment Procedure

- Subject-URL pairs are randomly assigned to ‘feed’ or ‘no feed’ condition.
- Pairs are deterministically assigned.
- To improve statistical power, twice as many pairs were assigned to ‘no 

feed’ condition.
- A shared URL is on average delivered to over 99% of its potential targets.
- All activity related to these pairs is logged. A pair is removed if there is 

interaction observed outside the feed.
- 253,238,367 subjects, 75,888,466 URLs and 1,168,633,941 unique 

subject-URL pairs, seven weeks.





Ensuring Data Quality

- Only content that was shared by the subjects’ friends after the start of the 
experiment is considered.

- For subject-URL pairs assigned to the ‘no feed’ condition, pairs where 
interaction has been observed via any interface on the website up to two 
months prior to exposure are excluded.

- Facebook’s site integrity system is used to classify and remove URLs that 
may not reflect ordinary users’ purposeful intentions of distributing content to 
their friends.



Population

- Random sample of users between Aug 14th and Oct 4th 2010, with at least 
one friend sharing a link.

- Approximately 253 million users.
- All users report gender and age. Country of residence is determined by using 

the IP address used to access the site.
- Median age – 26 years
- Average age – 29.3 years
- 236 countries / territories (44 with 1 million or more subjects)





Evaluating Outcomes

- Causal effect of exposure via feed on sharing = expected probability of 
sharing in ‘feed’ condition – expected probability of sharing in ‘no feed’ 
condition

- This is known as ‘Average Treatment Effect on the Treated’ or as ‘Absolute 
Risk Increase’.

- It can also be viewed as a ratio instead of as a difference.
- Active users and popular URLs may introduce bias. Bootstrapped averages 

clustered by the URL are used to provide control.



Exposure to Social Signals affects Diffusion

- Likelihood of sharing in ‘feed’ condition = 0.191%
- Likelihood of sharing in ‘no feed’ condition = 0.025%
- Upon exposure, an individual is 7.37 times more likely to share.
- Above numbers are significant because hundreds may see the link if shared 

and 1 in 12.5 links that are clicked on are re-shared.



Temporal Clustering

- Median sharing latency after a friend has 
already shared the content is 6 hours in 
the ‘feed’ condition, compared to 20 
hours when assigned to the ‘no feed’ 
condition.

- Presence of strong temporal clustering in 
both experimental conditions.

- Regardless of access to social signals 
within a particular online medium, 
individuals can still acquire and share the 
same information as their friends, albeit 
at a slightly later point in time.



Effects of Multiple Sharing Friends

Social information in the feed is most likely to influence a user to share a link that 
many of her friends have shared, but the relative impact of that influence is highest 
for content that few friends are sharing.



Tie Strength and Influence

Tie strength measured in terms of interactions:
- Frequency of private online communication (Facebook messages)
- Frequency of public online communication (comments on another’s posts)
- Number of real-world coincidences (appearing in the same photograph)
- Number of online coincidences (both commenting on same post)



Tie Strength and Influence



Tie Strength and Influence

Strong ties are individually more 
influential, but the effect of strong ties is 
not large enough to match the sheer 
abundance of weak ties.



Questions?





Online Popularity and Topical Interests
through the Lens of Instagram 

(Ferrara et al., 2014)
Presenter: Sejal Shah



Background

● Online socio-technical systems are a proxy to real world behavior

● Instagram (had 100M+ users in 2014) represents a mixture of features of various social 

media and online social networks

○ Creating user generated content in form of visual media

○ Social tagging, establishing follower-followee relationships

○ Social interactions like commenting and liking

● The paper addresses research questions spanning different areas of network, semantic, and 

topical based data analysis using signals from user activities and interactions



Research Questions
● Network and community structure:

○ What are the salient structural features in the network built on the users' interactions?

● Content production and consumption: 

○ How do users get engaged on the platform and interact with content by others?

● Social tagging: 

○ How diverse is the set of tags exploited by each user?

● Topical clusters of interest: 

○ How can users be grouped based on the tags they use to annotate media?

● Popularity and topicality: 

○ How does the topical interests of users affect their popularity?



Data Preparation
● Instagram sample by querying public IG API such as users, relationships, media, comments 

and likes, and tags APIs

● Crawling based on retrieving users that belong to a relatively large “community" in Instagram

○ Instagram does not offer an explicit group/community feature

○ Exploited a public initiative by IG called Weekend Hashtag Project (#whp)

○ Selected 72 popular contests and randomly picked 2,100 users (all their media, likes, 

comments, tags)

● Collected over one month, 1.7M media with 9M tags, 1.2B likes and 41M comments

● Limitation: 

○ Competition driven dataset collection might not reflect actual behaviour

○ Latent interactions (profile browsing) are not captured



Relational Instagram Network
● Directed weighted graph

○ Edges are modeled to reflect 

asymmetric relationships of 

follower-followee

○ Edge weights are proportional to likes 

and comments

○ Seed nodes are obtained from the 

users selected to build the media 

dataset



1. Structural features of the IG network
What are the salient structural features in the network built on the users' interactions?

● The aim is to study the topological features and determine if a social process exists

○ Whether the topical interests of the users have any effect on the network structure

● Community detection carried out using Louvain method and OLSOM (consistent results)

● Broad distributions for node degree and community size suggest RIN growth may follow a 

preferential-attachment mechanism

● Based on the formation of communities of heterogenous size, emergence of self organization 

is suggested

● Further, Q2 and Q3 analyse whether these communities are topically-induced structures



I. Community structure and II. Distribution of node degree and community size of 
the Relational Instagram Network



2. Content production
How do users get engaged on the platform and interact with content by others?

● PDF showed peculiar content production dynamics on IG:

○ Users exhibit higher tendency to post new content if they already did in the past

○ Clear separation between active and inactive users

○ Strategy could be used in designing and implementing new features to engage inactive 

users to lower imbalance in users involved in content production



I. User content production distribution II. Social interactions distribution



2. Content consumption
● Two consumption dynamics, namely “like” and comment, have been analyzed

● PDF suggests that the consumption on Instagram might follow two different dynamics:

○ Popularity of media measured by number of likes grows by preferential attachment 

(media with large number of likes are more likely to acquire even more)

○ Ecosystem is less prone to trigger large conversations (based on comments)

○ Associated with different costs (e.g., in terms of time required to perform the action) 

between “liking” some content and writing a comment affect the nature of interactions 

among individuals



3. Social tagging dynamics
How diverse is the set of tags exploited by each user?

Investigated three aspects: 

● Tag popularity at the global level and the distribution of tags per media

○ Majority of media are labeled with just a few tags

○ Tag popularity follows a power law behaviour

● Distribution of total tags used by the users and their vocabulary size

○ Actual user vocabulary size is limited, a large majority of users adopt only few tags

● Diversity in tag usage (continued on next slide)



I. Tag adoption and global popularity              II. Tag usage and tagset size dist.



● Tagging entropy is a proxy to measure 

how spread or focused users' attention 

is towards few or several contexts

● The lower the entropy, the more 

focused a user’s tagging pattern is, the 

more diverse is her/his tagging 

behavior

● ~50% users exhibit an average tagging 

variety

3. Diversity in tag usage



4. Topical clusters of interest
How can users be grouped based on the 

tags they use to annotate media?

● Users represented as tf vectors in the 

space of media tags

● Hard clustered using bisecting 

k-means; best solution at k = 5

● Only the most descriptive and 

discriminating features are included in 

the plot



5. Topicality
● First performed topic modeling using Latent 

Semantic Indexing, number of topics = 10

● Applied topical entropy similar to tagging 

entropy seen earlier

○ Topical entropy is concentrated between 

2.5 to 3.5 as opposed to 0 to 9 for tags

○ Although users are equally likely to adopt 

either a narrow or broad vocabulary of 

tags, their topical interests tend to be in 

general more concentrated



● Popularity is total number of likes and 

comments received by a user’s media

● Social actions are total likes and 

comments by the user on others’ media

● Steeper slope of social actions 

suggests relatively less users who 

produce many likes and comments 

5. User popularity



5. User popularity and topicality
How does the topical interests of users affect 

their popularity?

● As popularity grows, the topical entropy 

increases accordingly

● Presence of popular users with topical 

entropy much lower or much higher 

than average



Conclusion
● Network and community structure: Topical interests exhibited by users might affect their 

inter-connectivity and interactions

● Content production & consumption: Strong heterogeneity in the mechanism of production 

of new information; emergence of information economy principle in content consumption

● Social tagging behavior: Users exhibit vocabularies of limited size, nonetheless, popular 

trends emerge

● Topicality: Clusters of users can be found around tags

● Topics and popularity: Users with narrow interests tend to be less popular, whereas broader 

interests yield higher popularity

● Popular users are special with more extreme behavior: they produce either very topically 

specific content, or media of very broad interest



Conclusion
● Broad analysis of Instagram ecosystem, exploiting its heterogeneous structure, part social 

network, part tagging environment, and part media sharing platform

● Used user relationships and interactions to perform network-, semantic- and topical- based 

analysis on users, media and how these two dimensions are interrelated

● Further work could assess role of network structure in popularity of content and users

● Unavailability of clickstream data through Instagram API creates limitations on analysing user 

latent interactions



Thank you!



Exploiting Socio-Economic Models for Lodging 
Recommendation in the Sharing Economy

(Vazquez et al. 2017)

Presented by - Prem Nagarajan



Introduction
● The motivation behind this paper is to recommend lodging to users
● The aim is to consider the taste and preferences of the user as well as other 

socio-economic factors while making recommendations
● The number of users who have made more than 5 reservations in Airbnb is 

really low
● The airbnb user profiles are severely sparse
● Limits the applicability of traditional collaborative or content based 

approaches



Profile size distribution of Airbnb users



Proposed model
● Context aware learning-to-rank approach for lodging recommendation (CLLR)
● Five broad aspects to consider
1. Perceived Value (PV): the trade-off between the benefits versus the cost of 

each available lodging
2. Perceived Risk (PR): the assessment of all possible negative outcomes 

derived from booking the lodging
3. Price Sensitivity (PS): the extent to which the price of a lodging affects a 

guest’s booking behavior
4. Perceived Authenticity (PA): the extent to which a guest feels like natively 

living at the lodging place
5. Electronic-Word-of-Mouth (EWoM): informal opinions that frame the 

judgment of other users towards the lodging





Datasets
● Airbnb data for New York City and London
● Between March and September 2016
● Lodgings spread over the city



Questions being addressed
● How effective is our lodging recommendation approach?
● How do different features contribute to our approach?
● How do our results relate to lodging consumption theories?



Baselines models
● Popularity is a bias-centric model based on the lodging’s booking count. Ties 

are solved by randomly sorting conflicting items
● Airbnb consists of the non-personalized ranking produced by Airbnb’s own 

recommender given the same input as all the other recommenders in our 
evaluation

● Bayesian Personalized Ranking Matrix Factorization (BPRMF) is a 
state-of-the-art matrix factorization approach for top-n recommendation



Contextual Learning-to-rank approach for Lodging 
Recommendation (CLLR)
● Considers a total of 176 features organized into five broad preference 

dimensions
● Goal is to learn a ranking model f : X → Y mapping the input space X into the 

output space Y
●  Input space includes n learning instances  

        is a feature matrix representation of a sample of lodgings        retrieved for                                                                                                                                               
user u near target location l.

● Output space Y comprises n label vectors                   where Y provides 
relevance labels for each lodging

● Uses LambdaMART, a gradient boosted regression tree learner, which 
represents the current state-of-the-art in learning to rank             



Mean Reciprocal Rank



MRR over a time window



Effect of individual dimensions on MRR





Structural Equation Models (SEM) for Repurchase 
Intention



Conclusion
● CLLR performs better than state of the art CF techniques
● Customers’ perceived risk is one of the most important factors that impacts 

consumption behavior, which also affects customers’ perceived value of a 
lodging

● Future work involves investigating alternative sources of contextual 
information in order to improve the power of the features



Thank you


